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Abstract 
We prove that if G is a A,-definable function on the natural numbers and F(n) = nlzO G(i), 
then F is also A,-definable. Moreover, the inductive properties of F can be proved inside the 
theory IAo. 
1. Introduction 
We will use the standard notation IA0 (see [lo]) to denote the fragment of Peano 
Arithmetic where induction is restricted to bounded formulas (A,,-formulas). It is 
known (see [ll]) that the Ao-definable sets are exactly the sets belonging to the linear 
time hierarchy (i.e. the sets recognizable in linear time by an alternating Turing 
machine). 
Bennett showed in [l] that the graph of the function x ++ 2” (on IN) is Ao-definable. 
Later Paris [4] and Pudlbk [9] found a AO-definition of y = 2” for which 2X+1 = 2”2 
is provable in IAO. In [3] it is shown that the factorial function is Ao-definable and its 
properties are provable in ZAO. We generalize these results by showing that if 
F : IN -+ IN is a Ao-definable function (i.e. a function with a Ao-definable graph), then 
the function G(n) = fli i n F(i) is also A,,-definable (and G(n + 1) = G(n)F(n + 1) is 
provable in IA,,). 
So, while A,, is not known to be closed under xi ~ n (see for instance [6]), our result 
shows that it is closed under Hi ~ “. An explanation of this phenomenon is that it is 
often easier to give a AO-definition of the graph of an exponentially growing function 
than of a function of slower growth rate since one can use the output of the function 
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itself to bound the quantifiers in the definition. However, one should be aware of the 
fact that if F(i) takes the value 1 for too many i’s, then the function G(n) = ni $ n F(i) 
may not grow exponentially in n. To overcome this difficulty we will use a result of 
Paris and Wilkie [6] about counting do-sets. We recall that the following problem, 
considered in [6,7], is still open. 
Let A c lN be AO-definable. Is the function H defined by H(n) = IA n nl also 
A,,-definable? 
Paris and Wilkie [63 gave a partial positive answer by showing that: 
H(n) = IA n nl is AO-definable provided Vn I A n nl < log(n). (1) 
Actually, they proved that (logn)’ would also work for any fixed k E IN. 
Roughly speaking, the idea for defining y = Hi in F(i) is to use (1) to count the 
number of i’s less than n for which F(i) > 1 in order to reduce the computation of 
G(n) = fli &,,F(i) to the case in which F is always > 1 and therefore G grows 
exponentially. 
Viceversa, our result implies (1). To see this, let A be a do-definable set satisfying 
(A A nl d log(n) for every n. Define a function F by 
F(i) = 
1 if i&A, 
2 if iEA. 
By our result z = Hi,,, F(i) is AO-definable. We can now give the following A,,- 
definition of y = [An n(: 
32 G n z = n F(i) & 2Y= z . 
i<n 
So (1) is equivalent o the closure of AO-definable functions under ni 6n. 
We will also use previous work of Paris et al. [8] which shows that if F is 
A,-definable, then H(n) = xii ,og(n) F(i) is also A,,-definable. 
Notations. If &Z is a model of IA, the symbol A{ will denote those subsets of Ak, 
k E IN, definable in M by a A,-formula with parameters from A. For any a E J? we 
will identify the interval [0, a) = {x 10 < x < a} with a. log(x) will denote the (total) 
do-definable function such that log(O) = 0 and for y > 0, log(y) = x iff 2” < y < 2”+ ‘. 
Note that x < log(y) iff 2” < y. 
2. Counting A,-sets 
In this section we will formulate and prove the results of Paris and Wilkie about 
counting sparse A,,-sets in a form suitable for our purposes. 
Let AEA~, AGIN”+~. Following [6] we define 
A,(x’)={m<nl(jt,;rl,n)~A}. 
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Here x’ play the role of parameters and their mention will be often omitted in the 
sequel (thus writing A, instead of A,,(Z)). Note that the above definition gives the most 
general form of a do-family (A,} of AO-sets A, G n. It is not known whether the 
cardinality y = 1 A,(?)( can be defined by a A,-formula in the variables y, n,x’. 
However, Paris and Wilkie proved that this can be done if IAn( d log(n) for 
every n. 
Theorem 2.1 (Paris, Wilkie [6]). Let A E A: and suppose that for some k E N, 
1 A,,1 < log(n)kfor all n. Then the function defined by H(n) = 1 A,[ is do. 
Given a binary function H we denote by H, the unary function H,(y) = H(n,y). 
Theorem 2.1 can be formalized in IA0 as follows. 
Theorem 2.2 (Paris, Wilkie [6]). Let _4! be a model of IAO, k E IN, and let A E &! be 
AO-definable. Then there is a A,-dejinable function H such that for all n E &‘, either H, 
injects (log n)k into A, or there is /I < (log n)” such that H, is a bijection from p onto A,. 
Theorem 2.2 holds uniformly in the parameters occurring in the definition of A. 
Since it is not known if the pigeon-hole principle (A,-PHP) is provable in IA0 it 
could happen that in a model &Z of ZAo, A, has different “sizes”. In the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2.2 this cannot happen because of the following result (see [7]): 
(log-A,PHP). Let F E At, a E JZ, k E IN. Then F does not map (log u)~ + 1 one-to-one 
into (log a)“. 
By introducing a new variable y we can prove a more uniform version of Theorem 
2.2 which will be needed in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.3. Let k E IN and A c &? be AO-definable. Then there exists a A,-definable 
function H such that for all n, y E J? either H,, Y : (log Y)~ + A, injectively, or there exists 
B < (logy)” such that H,,,: /I + A, bijectiuely. 
Proof. Let pi be the projection on the first coordinate of a pair, that is pi( (u, u)) = u. 
Let B = { (x,m) ( (x,pl(m)) E A & x < pi(m)}. Note that if m = (n,y), then B, = 
{x<ml(x,m)~B}={x<m((x,n)~A & x<n}=A,. By Theorem 2.2 there 
exists a At function F such that either F,,, injects (logm)k into B, or there exists 
fi < (logm)k such that F,,, is a bijection from /? onto B,. Now it suffices to define H,,, as 
the restriction of F,,, to (log~)~. IJ 
Let Card(A, y) = min(log(y), 1 AI). The next lemma shows that if A E A, then the 
function (n, y) H Card(A,, y) is do-definable, and moreover its natural properties are 
provable inside IA0 (and can be stated without explicit mention of bijections onto 
initial segments). 
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Lemma 2.4. Let Jlt + IA0 and let {A,,} be a AC-family of A:-sets A, c n. Then there 
exists a A{-definable total function (n, y) H Card(A,, y) such that: 
(1) Card(A,,y) < log(y). 
(2) If Card(A,, y) < logy then Card(A,, y) = Card(A,,z)for all z k y. 
(3) Zf A, is empty, then Card(A,, y) = 0. 
(4) lf A, has only one element, then Card(A,, y) = 1 for y > 2 and Card(A,, y) = 0 for 
y < 2. 
(5) Let {B,) b e another Ao-family of &t-sets B, s n. If A,n B, = 8 then 
Card(A,v B,, y) = Card(A,, y) + Card(B,, y) provided one of the two sides of the equal- 
ity (hence both) is < log(y). 
(6) Zf o,: A, + B, is a Ao-family of A,-bijections, then Card(A,, y) = Card(B,, y). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.3 with k = 1. Define Card(A,, y) = log(y) if H,,, injects log(y) 
into A,, and Card(A,,y) = B if H,,, is a bijection from /I onto A,. Using the 
log-A,PHP it follows that the function (n, y) H Card(A,, y) satisfies the desired prop- 
erties. 0 
So in the standard model Card(A,, y) = min(log(y), IA,(). Card( -, y) behaves well as 
long as it is <log(y). It is easy to see that if in Lemma 2.4(5) B, has only one element, 
then Card(A,u B,, y) = Card(A,, y) + 1 provided Card(A,, y) < log(y). 
3. A,-definition of y = Hi ~ n F(i) 
The following result shows that A0 is closed under logarithmic summations, i.e. if 
F is do-definable then the relation z = Ci ~ ,Ogo) F(i) is do-definable. 
Theorem 3.1 (Paris et al. [S]). Let k E IN, a, b E &Z /= IA,,, and F:(loga)k --+ b be 
&{-definable. Th en there is a At-definable function G : (log a)k + J (uniformly) such 
that G(0) = F(0) and for all i < (loga)k, G(i + 1) = G(i) + F(i + 1). 
The uniformity in Theorem 3.1 is connected with the possible presence of para- 
meters in the formula defining F. In this case the parameters are carried into the 
A,,-definition of G. 
In the hypothesis of the theorem all the usual properties of the sum (such as the 
associative and the commutative law, distributivity with respect o the product) can be 
easily proved in IA,. We will use them without explicit mention. 
We recall that if J& + IA0 and a, b E JI we can define in a A,,-way the relation “b is 
the p-adic valuation of a” as follows: 
VP(a) = b iff pbla & pb+‘$a. 
This is A,,-definable since exponentiation is such (see [S]). In the standard model 
IN we have y = Hi ~ n F(i) if and only if Vp <y ifp is prime, then v,(y) = Ci $ n v,,(F(i)). 
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The probfem is now shifted to defining the relation z = xi ~ n u,(F(i)), and if there 
are too many i”s for which F(i) = 1 then the Iength of the sum, namely n, may not be 
<log(Y), and we cannot apply Theorem 3.1. 
‘To avoid this problem we partition the segment [t&n] into disjoint sets putting 
together those i’s for which the p-adic valuations v,(F(i)) (for i < n) are equaf, i.e. in 
IN we have y = ni ~ n F(E) if and only if 
V’ < y if p is prime, then v,(y) = c h I {i d n I up(F(i)f = la) I. 
h < IogW 
Everything now is AO-definable xcept the cardinality 1 (i < n ( q,(F(i)) = II)/. To 
give a A~-definitjon of y = fii ~ n F(i) we will replace 1 (i < IzI Vr(F(i)) = h}l by 
Cardf (i < n f v,@‘(i)) = h), 2~). This will give a A,-definition of Y = & ~ n F(t) in the 
standard model because if up(y) = Ch $ l0g(y) h Card( { i < n 1 uJF(i)) = h}, 2~). We will 
show that this idea gives a reasonable A,,-definition of y = fli <#F(i) also in any 
non-standard model &Z of fAo. 
Defiaition 3.2. Let F : A’ -+ A! be a AZ definable function” We define the relation 
G(n, Y) (whose intended meaning is Y = ffi ~ If E(i)) as follows: 
If F(i) = 0 for some i g n, then G(n, y) * Y = 0. 
Otherwise G(n,y) is equivalent o: 
Remark 3.3. (1) From the uniqueness of the decomposition in product of powers of 
primes, which is provable in IA0 it follows that G(n, y) & G(n, z) -+ Y = z. In what 
follows we will write G(n) = y instead of G(n, y). 
(2) Notice that max i G ,, v@(i)) < logy and if h satisfies maxi c n t)JF(i)) < h < 
fogy, then fi < n f v,fF(if) = kf = 8, so we can restrict h to vary up to max, S n ~~~~~~)). 
Lemma 3.4. In J& if up(y) = C1 Sh g,logo,) h Card( {i & I? ( t)JF(i)) = h}, 2y), then for 
1 % h < log(y), Card( (i < pt 1 u,(F(i)) = hf, 2Y) < log(2y). 
Proof. We have Card((i 6 n I t@‘(i)) = h), 2y) < Q(Y) < hX(2Y). 0 
The foffowing theorem shows that the definition of y = fE, Q fi f;(i) behaves wett in 
IA@ 
Theorem 35 Given a A~-fo~~~~~ F(x, y) ~~s~~~~y ~~~~~~~g other vur~u~~es) there is 
u A~-fo$~u~~ G(x,z) (with the same number ofvar~a~les as F), such that IA0 proves the 
universal closure of: 
(0) ifVxZi!yF(x,y), then VxI!zG(x,z), 
(1) G(O) = F(% 
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are true: 
up(YF(n + 1)) 
= qmn + 1)) + Up(Y) 
= k + C h Curd( {i < n ) q@‘(i)) = h}, 2y) 
= k Card({i < n + 1 1 u,(F(i)) = k},2yF(n + 1)) 
+ 2 hCard({i ,< It + 1 I t@(i)) = h},2yF(n + 1)) 
h<l 
= 2 hCard((i d n + 1 I u,(F(i)) = h},2yF(n + 1)) 
h<k 
= 
c 
hCard( {i d n + 1 I u,(F(i)) = h},2yF(n + 1)). 
h 6 log (yF(n + 1)) 
(1) 
Assume now that k < A. Using the associativity of the sum and again Theorem 2.4 
we have that (1) is equal to 
k + 1 h Curd( {i < n ) uJF(i)) = h}, 2y) + k Curd( {i 6 n ) q,(F(i)) = k}, 2y) 
h<A 
h#k 
= ,;, h}, 2~4 
h;k 
+ k Curd( {i < n + 1 ( u,(F(i)) = k), 2y), (2) 
where we have used the fact that {i d n + 1 ( v,(F(i)) = k} = {i Q n I o,(F(i)) = 
k} u {n + l}. Now we can increase 2y to 2yF(n + l), so (2) is equal to 
1 h Curd( {i d n (u,(F(i)) = hj, 2yF(n + 1)) 
hi.4 
h#k 
+ k Curd( {i < n + 1 I u,(F(i)) = k},2yF(n + 1)) 
Finally we merge the two terms into a single sum getting 
1 h Curd( (i < n + 1) u,(F(i)) = h},2yF(n + 1)) 
h<l 
= 
c 
h Curd( {i d n + 1 I u,(F(i)) = h}, ZyF(n + 1)) 
h $log(~F(n+ 1)) 
(3) 
and we are done. 
(3) In an analogous way we can show that if z = G(n + 1) then G(n) = 
z/F(n + 1). 0 
For the A,,-notion of product we gave we can prove some basic properties of the 
product function such as the associative and commutative law. We give below 
a version of the commutative law. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let F : A! -+ M be A,,-definable. Then for every A&amily of A,-permuta- 
tions cm : [0, n] -+ [0, n] (n E 4) ijn, i n F(i) is defined then 
ivn F(i) = n F@,(i)). 
. i<n 
Proof. Let niGn F(i) = y. It is enough to use Theorem 2.4 (6) together with the 
observation that cn is a A,-bijection between (i Q n:u,(F(a,(i))) = h} and 
{i < n 1 v,(F(i)) = h} for all primes p and h < log(y). 0 
We do not know whether our main result holds for the ring of integers. 
Question 3.7. Let F : IN -+ Z be AO-dejinable. Is G(n) = ni i n F(i) also A,,-dejnable? 
A positive answer would imply (it is actually equivalent) that A,-definable sets are 
closed under counting mad(2), which is a well known open question [7]. To see this let 
AEA~ and define F(i)= -1 if ieA and F(i)=1 if i$A. Then niGnF(i)= 
( {i d n 1 i E A} 1 (mod 2). 
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